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EQ has twice the power of IQ to predict
performance. EQ is also a better predictor
than employee skill, knowledge, or
expertise.12
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The evidence is increasingly compelling. The measurable,
learnable skills of emotional intelligence make a significant
impact on organizational performance. EQ may be essential
to differentiating world-class organizations in an increasingly
complex and competitive marketplace.
3 | The Business Case for Emotional Intelligence

What is EQ?

Why does it matter
in business?
Emotional intelligence (EQ) is the ability to use emotions
effectively. Since the publication of the initial research in 1990,
innovative organizations have begun testing how to integrate
EQ into training and hiring to gain competitive advantage. It is
becoming increasingly clear that these skills are the foundation
of high-performing organizations.
Multiple implementation strategies have been used to deploy EQ, particularly
in developing leadership and culture, and for selection and retention. The
emotional intelligence competencies are measurable and learnable; they can
be improved through training and coaching. The most effective implementation
strategies seek to integrate EQ into the organizational culture. EQ application
research documented in this case includes:
tJODSFBTFE TBMFT QFSGPSNBODF UISPVHI SFDSVJUJOH BOE USBJOJOH NPSF
emotionally intelligent salespeople.
tJNQSPWFEDVTUPNFSTFSWJDFUISPVHISFDSVJUJOHIJHIFS&2DVTUPNFSTFSWJDF
representatives.
tTVQFSJPSMFBEFSTIJQQFSGPSNBODFCZEFWFMPQJOHBOESFDSVJUJOHGPSFYFDVUJWF
EQ.
tCFUUFSUFBNQFSGPSNBODF XJUIIJHIFSQSPEVDUJWJUZBOEQSPöUHSPXUI
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Companies have demonstrated
that using EQ in training and
organizational change initiatives
can reduce costs associated with
turnover, absenteeism, and low
performance.

Improve
bottom line
RESULTS
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10%

$2.5

Emotionally intelligent
leaders are more effective
t "NBEPSJ FYQFSJFODFE B
63% reduction in turnover
and manager EQ correlated
positively with plant
peformance.
t 5IF64"JS'PSDFJTVTJOH
EQ to screen Pararescue Jumpers
to save $190 million.
t
At a major pharmaceutical
company, an 8.9% increase in
key team EQ was accompanied by
EPVCMFEJHJUQSPöUHSPXUI

+ prod
v it y
u c ti

Research has provided clear
evidence that emotionally
intelligent leaders are more
successful. Many of these studies
yield bottom-line results:
t "U 1FQTJ$P FYFDVUJWFT
selected for EQ competencies
generated 10% more productivity.
t )JHI &2 TBMFT QFPQMF BU
L’Oreal brought in $2.5 million
more in sales.
t "n EQ initiative at Sheraton
helped increase market share 24%.

workplaceclimate
One of the most important applications of QSPEVDUJWJUZ  SFUFOUJPO  BOE QSPöUBCJMJUZ 
EQ is helping leaders foster a workplace and emotional intelligence appears key to
climate conducive to high performance. this competitive advantage.
5IFTFXPSLQMBDFTZJFMETJHOJöDBOUMZIJHIFS
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emotionalintelligence

just a fad or scientific
breakthough?
In the current business context, companies are strugHMJOH XJUI SBQJE DIBOHF  XJUI öOEJOH DPNQFUJUJWF
BEWBOUBHFJOBHMPCBMJ[FEFDPOPNZ BOEJO öOEJOH 
keeping, and motivating talent in a changing workforce. Emotional intelligence (EQ) is emerging as a
critical factor for sustaining high performance in this
environment.
8PSMEMFBEJOH PSHBOJ[BUJPOT  TVDI BT 'FE&Y  )4#$ 
UIF64"JS'PSDF BOEUIF*OUFSOBUJPOBM'JOBODF$PSQPration, are turning to the science of emotional intelligence as part of their human capital strategy.
What’s driving this interest? Is emotional intelligence
“just a fad,” or does the science offer new insight and
tools that genuinely affect performance? And if EQ is
TP JNQPSUBOU  IPX EP MFBEFST öOE UIFJS XBZ UP UIF
value amidst the hype?
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5IF)BSWBSE#VTJOFTT3FWJFX )#3 POFPGUIFNPTU
prestigious sources of business-best-practice, has
released several articles on emotional intelligence.
Their 1997 article on EQ by psychologist and author
Daniel Goleman ranks as their most requested article
FWFS5IJTQPQVMBSJUZMFEUIF)#3UPSFFYBNJOFUIF
data on emotional intelligence in multiple issues. For
example from 2003:
“In hard times, the soft stuff often goes away. But
emotional intelligence, it turns out, isn’t so soft. If
emotional obliviousness jeopardizes your ability to
perform, fend off aggressors, or be compassionate
in a crisis, no amount of attention to the bottom line
will protect your career. Emotional intelligence isn’t
a luxury you can dispense with in tough times. It’s a
CBTJD UPPM UIBU  EFQMPZFE XJUI öOFTTF  JT UIF LFZ UP
professional success.” 1

PEOPLE

PROB
LEMS
As “emotional intelligence” becomes part of mainstream vocabulary
(at this point there are 60 million hits on Google, and 664,000 results
on Google’s book search), leaders are increasingly considering how this
concept brings value.
In a recent study, when asked, “What are the top issues you face at
work?” leaders said that 76% are on the people/relational side, and
POMZPOUIFöOBODFUFDIOJDBMTJEF2 In another of primarily managers and senior managers, of 775 respondents, a massive 89% identiöFE&2BTiIJHIMZJNQPSUBOUwPSiFTTFOUJBMwUPNFFUJOHUIFJSPSHBOJ[Btions’ top challenges.3
Your organization is made of people, processes, and property. For a long
time, “common wisdom” has been that returns come from investing in
the latter two. Yet, in the last decades, a flood of research has challenged that assumption and is increasingly proving that a company’s
people are the differentiating factor. Since emotional intelligence is all
about “people smarts” – about relating to yourself and others – it’s no
surprise that EQ plays a major role in this dimension.
9 | The Business Case for Emotional Intelligence

Top issues
Emotional intelligence is the ability to perceive emotions, to access and generate emotions so as to assist thought, to understand emotions and emotional knowledge, and
to reflectively regulate emotions so as to promote emotional and intellectual growth.
- Mayer & Salovey, 19974

@work

We’ve all experienced that sometimes emotions are in the way of thinking, but we might not realize they are
are
also the key Leaders
to thinking. Our brains
requireincreasingly
emotion to weigh and evaluate decisions.5

concerned with finding
and keeping good people
– especially in a time when
they are expected to “do
more with less.”2

.PTUQFPQMFöSTUIFBSEUIFUFSNiFNPUJPOBMJOUFMMJHFODFwBSPVOEXJUIUIFQVCMJDBUJPOPG%BOJFM(PMFNBOT

Under Pressure
Engaging Talent
“Finding, hiring, and keeping
talented individuals”
“Developing talent – both
internally
and
through
finding and attracting good
people – and equipping them
for success”
“Recruiting, developing and
most importantly retaining
top quality experts”
10 | The Business Case for Emotional Intelligence

“Increased work responsibilities with
less dollars”
“Lack of time to do an adequate job”
“Too little time to talk to colleagues”
“Managing increasing complexity,
competition and regulation”

What is EQ?
Some people just get along with others, respond
carefully even in the face of challenge, and truly
connect with people. They are proactive, balanced, operate with integrity, and have great insight into themselves and others. All these come
from a set of skills called emotional intelligence,
or EQ.
These skills are learnable, measurable, and are
valuable at work – especially in complex roles.
EQ skills assist in engaging people, influencing
across boundaries and cultures, being proactive,
caring for customers, building enduring sales
relationships, and creating workplaces where
people can excel.

Emotional intelligence is the ability to percieve
emotions, to access and generate emotions so as
to assist thought, to understand emotions so as to
promote emotional and intellectual growth.
4
-Mayer & Salovey 1997

Emotional Intelligence 101
We’ve all experienced that sometimes emotions are in the way of thinking, but we might not realize they are
also the key to thinking. Our brains require emotion to weigh and evaluate decisions.5
.PTUQFPQMFöSTUIFBSEUIFUFSNiFNPUJPOBMJOUFMMJHFODFwBSPVOEXJUIUIFQVCMJDBUJPOPG%BOJFM(PMFNBOT
best-selling book Emotional Intelligence, Why it Can Matter More Than IQ. In that work, Goleman laid out a
powerful case asserting that factors such as self-awareness, self-discipline, and empathy determine personal
BOEQSPGFTTJPOBMTVDDFTT)FESFXPOUIFXPSLPGOVNFSPVTMFBEJOHTDJFOUJTUTBOEBVUIPSTXIPXFSFXPSLJOH
UPEFöOFBOENFBTVSFUIFTLJMMTPGFNPUJPOBMJOUFMMJHFODF6
11 | The Business Case for Emotional Intelligence

Emotional Intelligence

is being smarter with feelings

1FUFS4BMPWFZJT1SFTJEFOUBOEQSPGFTTPSPGQTZDIPMPHZBU:BMF6OJWFSTJUZ+BDL.BZFSJTBQSPGFTTPSPGQTZDIPMPHZ
BUUIF6OJWFSTJUZPG/FX)BNQTIJSF5IFUXPQTZDIPMPHJTUTQVCMJTIFEUIFöSTUBDBEFNJDEFöOJUJPOPGFNPUJPOBM
JOUFMMJHFODFJO BOEIBWFDPOUJOVFEBTMFBEJOHSFTFBSDIFSTJOUIFöFME*OQBSU UIFJSJOUFSFTUCFHBOXIFO
UIFZSFBMJ[FEUIBUUIFDPOWFOUJPOBMEFöOJUJPOTPGJOUFMMJHFODFXFSFJOBEFRVBUFCFDBVTFQFPQMFXJUIiIJHI*2w
frequently made very poor decisions. They began to explore the missing ingredient and showed, in the lab,
that people can “be smart” with feelings. Around the same time, a scholar named Reuven Bar-On began testing how measures of socially and emotionally intelligent behavior were linked to organizational performance.
Since then, hundreds of books and thousands of research projects have explored this concept. There are now
several statistically reliable measures of emotional intelligence and emotional competence,7 and these measures are being used to demonstrate the links between emotional intelligence and performance at work, at
home, and in the community.

EQ Glossary
Emotional intelligence: a
scientifically validated function of the human brain to
process and utilize emotional information. “Being smart
with feelings.”
EI: abbreviation for “emotional intelligence.”
EQ: abbreviation for “emotional quotient,” similar to
“IQ” for a measure of cognitive intelligence. Often used
in place of “EI” outside of academia.
12 | The Business Case for Emotional Intelligence

Physiological Effects of Emotional Intelligence
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Cortex Activity
In this study, participants in an fMRI were provoked with an unpleasant video, and then asked to name their feelings. Each dot is a person’s brain activity at a given point in time. The vertical axis, Amygdalae Activity, measures
stress arousal. The horizontal axis is Cortex Activity, which increases from naming emotions. The red trend line
shows a pattern: when subjects name emotions, more activity in the cortex correlates with reduced activity in the
amygdala. In other words: In challenging situations, simply naming feelings calms our brains’ reactions and helps
us feel better, and think more clearly.8
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Biology of Feelings
Part of the value of emotional intelligence comes from grounding in rigorous science. Advances in neurobiology
provide invaluable insight into the way emotions function in the brain and body. For example, recent research
demonstrates that “thinking about feeling” has a physiological effect. In other words, these “soft skills” have a
biological basis.
"UFBNBU6$-"VTFEG.3* GVODUJPOBMNBHOFUJDSFTPOBODFJNBHJOH BUPPMUIBUTIPXTWFSZTQFDJöDCSBJOBDUJWity) to assess how emotion is regulated. In the study, 30 adults, ages 18-36, were given different mechanisms for
processing emotional datum. It turns out that naming emotions reduces the emotional reaction (in the amygEBMB UIFQBSUPGUIFCSBJOSFTQPOTJCMFGPSöHIUøJHIUGSFF[FSFBDUJPOT 8
When thoughts and feelings are working together – when emotional intelligence is working – people are able
to self-regulate their feelings and reduce the kind of reactivity that otherwise escalates into counter-productivity (as shown in the graph on the previous page).
14 | The Business Case for Emotional Intelligence

The challenge is to see the value of emotions, then to
begin using these skills on a daily basis. Everyone has
emotional intelligence – for most of us, it’s an underdeveloped area and an untapped resource that requires
careful application. As Peter Salovey said, “Yes, we can
control emotions. The trick is doing it in the right way

at the right time.”9 It’s not a new idea: around 350 BC,
Aristotle wrote, “Anyone can become angry – that is
easy. But to be angry with the right person, to the right
degree, at the right time, for the right purpose, and in
the right way – that is not easy.”

appliedscience
acceleratedperformance

Emotional intelligence remains an emerging science.
The research progress in the last 30 years is remarkable – but research into other intelligences has been
underway for over 100 years. Meanwhile, this new science can be applied to help leaders understand what
truly drives people – and thereby to accelerate performance.10

15 | The Business Case for Emotional Intelligence

Emotion can lead
to our worst decisions
or our best ones:
The difference is
emotional intelligence

“It’s not IQ that leads to
success… EQ is more important:
emotional intelligence, social
skills, how you relate, can you
get things done. That’s what
makes a difference, especially in
management.”
- Jamie Dimon, President and CEO, JPMorgan Chase10
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Emotional
Intelligence
in
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In Working With Emotional Intelligence, Daniel Goleman reported
that 80-90% of the competencies that differentiate top performers
are in the domain of emotional intelligence.11

Financial

Perspective

1&3'03."/$&

The Bottom Line
While IQ and other factors are important, it’s clear that
emotional intelligence is essential to optimal performance. Emotional Intelligence is more than twice as
predictive of business performance than purely cognitive intelligence and is more predictive of business
performance than are employee skill, knowledge and
expertise.12

/VNFSPVT TUVEJFT FYQMPSF UIF öOBODJBM JNQMJDBUJPO
of emotional intelligence; particularly how higher EQ
leaders produce more powerful business results. One
such study tested 186 executives on EQ and compared
UIFJSTDPSFTXJUIUIFJSDPNQBOZTQSPöUBCJMJUZMFBEFST
who scored higher in key aspects of emotional intelligence (including empathy and accurate self-awareness)
XFSFNPSFMJLFMZUPCFIJHIMZQSPöUBCMF13
5IF)BSWBSE#VTJOFTT3FWJFXSFNJOETMFBEFSTUIBUUIFJS
excellence begins and ends with their inner resources:
“Executives who fail to develop self-awareness risk falling into an emotionally deadening routine that threatens their true selves. Indeed a reluctance to explore your
inner landscape not only weakens your own motivation
but can also corrode your ability to inspire others.”14
18 | The Business Case for Emotional Intelligence

using EQ
for
ENGAGEMENT
*OUIFMBTUDFOUVSZ iJOTQJSJOHPUIFSTwNJHIUIBWFMPPLFEMJLF+BDL8FMDIöSJOHiUIFCPUUPNwBU(&FBDI
RVBSUFS#VUFWFO8FMDIIBTDIBOHFEIJTUVOF TBZJOH i/PEPVCUFNPUJPOBMJOUFMMJHFODFJTNPSFSBSFUIBOCPPL
smarts, but my experience says it is actually more important in the making of a leader. You just can’t ignore it.”15
5PEBZ MFBEFSTGBDFBDPNQMFYDIBMMFOHFPGJOTQJSBUJPO"HBJO UIF(BMMVQöOEJOHTJOEJDBUFUIBUBMNPTUUIT
of the workforce is not engaged. Leaders who use their emotional resources to foster “engagement” (a sense of
DBSJOHBOEDPNNJUNFOU EFMJWFSTJHOJöDBOUCPUUPNMJOFSFTVMUT5FBNTXJUIIJHIFSFOHBHFNFOUBSF
50% more likely to have lower turnover.
56% more likely to have higher-than-average customer loyalty.
38% more likely to have above-average productivity.
NPSFMJLFMZUPSFQPSUIJHIFSQSPöUBCJMJUZ16

Restaurant managers with higher EQ create:
t 34% greater annual profit growth
t Increased guest satisfaction
t Higher employee retention.20

Higher EQ leaders are more likely to make better
decisions, engage and influence more effectively,
and create the right mood for the job.
19 | The Business Case for Emotional Intelligence

Predicting Leadership Trends

So, do emotionally intelligent leaders create more
effective teams, or are “business smarts” and traditional intelligence all it takes? In a study of relationships between emotional intelligence and leadership,
NFNCFSTPGUIF#SJUJTI3PZBM/BWZXFSFBENJOJTtered measures of intellectual competency, managerial competency, emotional intelligence competency,
overall performance, and personality.17 Participants
in the study were divided into two levels of seniority,
Officers and Ratings (non-officers). The results broadly
illustrated the importance of emotional intelligence in

predicting leadership trends. For example, compared
to both managerial and IQ competencies, the EQ competencies were better able to predict:
Overall performance
Leadershp
Further, EQ competencies made a greater contribution
to leadership and performance at higher levels of the
organization (i.e., EQ mattered even more for senior
officers).
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Emotional Intelligence competencies were better able to predict performance and leadership efficacy. 17

DETERMINANTS OF OFFICER LEADERSHIP

Emotional intelligence competencies

were better able to predict performance and
leadership efficacy.17
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One key challenge in emotional intelligence research
is to isolate the effect of EQ from other factors. Clarke
 XPSLFEUPBTTFTTUIFJNQBDUPGTQFDJöDFNPtional intelligence skills above and beyond differences
in personality and general intelligence. The study of
project managers found those with higher EQ (particularly emotional awareness and understanding
emotions) were linked to improved teamwork and
more effective handling of conflict.18"TJNJMBSöOEJOH
occurred in a study of 81 technology professionals in
India where EQ was linked to resolving conflicts in a
manner that supported mutual gain.19

)JHIFS &2 MFBEFST BSF NPSF MJLFMZ
to make better decisions, engage
and influence more effectively, and
create the right mood for the job.

These correlations can also be linked to the bottom
MJOF*OBDPNQFMMJOHTUVEZPGPOFPGUIF6,TMBSHFTU
restaurant groups, there was clear evidence that emotionally intelligent leaders were more effective. Managers high in emotional intelligence had restaurants
that outperformed others in terms of increased
guest satisfaction, lower turnover, and 34% greater
QSPöUHSPXUI20

$3.75m added economic value.

The link between EQ and leadership was also clear at
PepsiCo. In a pilot project, executives selected for EQ
competencies far outperformed their colleagues, delivering:
10% increase in productivity.
87% decrease in executive turnover ($4m).
over 1000% return on investment.21
Similarly, a study of 358 leaders within Johnson and
+PIOTPOJEFOUJöFEBTUSPOHMJOLCFUXFFOTVQFSJPSQFSforming leaders and emotional competence. The conclusion is powerful: “Emotional competence differentiates successful leaders.”22

ISOLATING

the effects of EQ
21 | The Business Case for Emotional Intelligence

If over 70% of the top issues in the workplace are tied to
leadership,3 it’s no surprise that organizations are urgently
looking for the cutting edge science that helps leaders
understand how to work with and through their people.

navigating
leadership
22 | The Business Case for Emotional Intelligence

Highest$25%$of$EQ$

Lowest$25%$of$EQ$

86.00$
84.00$

84.44$

84.01$

82.00$
81.65$
80.00$

80.39$

80.00$

78.00$
76.67$

76.00$
74.00$
72.00$
Objec2ves$Score$

Competencies$Score$

Performance$Score$

Comparison of Amadori managers with highest and lowest EQ scores showing positive impact on
performance using company metrics.23

higher employee engagement
leads to higher performance

At Amadori, a major McDonald’s supplier in Italy, researchers discovered that managers in the top 25% scored
higher on the company’s performance metrics, with EQ accounting for 47% of the variation in managers’ performance. Furthermore, managers’ EQ at three different plants correlated positively with the OVS Engagement Index, revealing that 76% of the variation in employee engagement was predicted by managers’ EQ
scores. In turn, at the three plants in the study, the level of employee engagement was directly correlated
with the plant performance.23
23 | The Business Case for Emotional Intelligence

In the wake of the recent economic
crisis, the issues of ethnical leadership gained attention. In part due
to increasing demands for corporate transparency, and in part due
the recognition of the terrible destruction caused by unethical business decisions, many organizations
are re-evaluating the ways they ensure that leaders have the capacity
to make ethical decisions.
*O   ,JEXFMM BOE 7BMFOUJOF
studied the link between workplace climate and ethics in the
military. Perhaps unsurprisingly,
they found that in a more positive
workplace, people were more ethical (they were less likely to withhold effort or neglect job duties).24
The implication is that leaders who
create a more positive workplace
climate will also reap the rewards
of increased effort as well as increased ethics.
Barbuto, Ryan, Gottfredson, and
Travis (2014) studied the antecedents of servant leadership, an ethical, people-oriented approach to
leading others by serving them and
meeting their needs. They found
that EQ is a powerful predictor of
leaders’ servant-leadership ideology, but may not be a good predictor of servant-leaders’ behaviors, as
rated by the leaders’ followers, indicating that other developmental
support is needed.25
24 | The Business Case for Emotional Intelligence

In another study, business students
were given an assessment of emotional intelligence skills and tested
to see how they evaluated their
own and others’ ethical behavior.
Empathy, the ability to connect
with others’ emotions, was correlated with the ability to recognize

others’ ethical decisions.26 In other
words, emotional awareness is tied
to ethical awareness. One of these
researchers conducted a similar
experiment with physicians and
OVSTFTJOB64IPTQJUBMBOE BHBJO 
found that higher EQ scores predict
higher performance in ethics.27

higher EQ scores predict higher
performance in ethics27

seeking
&5)*$"--&"%&34)*1

Leadership Fuels
)PX8PSLGets Done

understanding emotional
behavior to harness productivity

Shifting to productivity, several studies link emotional competence in individuals and leadership to
the ability to get work accomplished. For example, a
major sales study showed top performing sales clerks
are 12 times more productive than those at the bottom and 85% more productive than an average performer. About one-third of this difference is due to
technical skill and cognitive ability while two-thirds
is due to emotional competence.28
The affect (emotional behavior) of the leaders plays
a major role in team performance. You can see this
clearly in the way “everyone just knows” when the
boss is having a bad day. The way feelings spread from
one person to another is called “emotional contagion.”

97%

In a study of the influence of the contagion of mood of
a group leader on group members, the positive mood
of the leader positively influenced group members at
both the individual and collective level with the opposite for leader’s negative mood. The leader’s positive mood also had a subsequent influence on group
coordination and effort.29

49%

Leaders influence the team’s mood.
The team’s mood drives performance.
What’s your conclusion?
25 | The Business Case for Emotional Intelligence

of employees
surveyed said
they could be
more productive
said they could
increase productivity
by 50% or more.30

*O 4JHBM#BSTBEFPG:BMF6OJWFSTJUZFYBNJOFEUIF
effect of emotional contagion within teams. In her
experiment, a trained actor was placed within groups
and directed to participate in the groups’ activities
while enacting varying levels of pleasantness and energy. The groups were working to assign a pay bonus;
UIFZIBEBöYFEBNPVOUPGNPOFZUIFZDPVMETQFOE
and had to allocate it based on a set of performance
criteria.

The overall mood of the organization could be described as “organizational climate” – and a leader’s
EQ skills are a key ingredient in shaping the climate:
In a study of randomly selected car manufacturing
managers in Iran, emotional intelligence (particularly
awareness of own and other’s feelings) predicted the
quality of the organizational climate.32 So EQ skills

EQ skills affect climate
Climate affects performance

When the actor was a negative group member, it disrupted the groups and reduced efficacy. Conversely
when the actor played a positive confederate, the
affect climate – and climate affects performance; in
teams tended to show increased cooperation, fewer
one study, Ozcelik, Langton, and Aldrich (2008) asgroup conflicts, and heightened task performance.3
sessed 229 entrepreneurs and small business owners
Likewise, in a similar study, Isen assessed radiolo- in Canada to see if they used emotionally intelligent
HJTUT öOEJOHQPTJUJWFNPPEFOIBODFEUIFJSBDDVSBDZ behaviors in shaping the organizational climate. They
Positive mood has a far-reaching effect on work per- followed up 18 months later, and leaders who created
formance, supervision, decision-making, and even on more positive climate had more revenue as well as inteam members voluntarily acting for the good of the creased growth.33
organization.31

The overall mood of the organization could
be described as “organizational climate” –
and a leader’s EQ skills are a key ingredient
in shaping the climate.
26 | The Business Case for Emotional Intelligence

EQ for Career Advancement
5IF4JY4FDPOET4UBUFPGUIF)FBSU3FQPSUGPSNFBTVSFEFNPUJPOBMJOUFMMJHFODFBSPVOEUIFXPSME(MPCBM
&2IBTDPOUJOVFEUPEFDMJOF XJUIMPTTFTJOUIFDPNQFUFODJFTPG/BWJHBUF&NPUJPOT &OHBHF*OUSJOTJD.PUJWBUJPO 
BOE*ODSFBTF&NQBUIZ"TJUUVSOTPVU UIFöSTUUXPDPNQFUFODJFT BMPOHXJUI1VSTVF/PCMF(PBMTBOE&YFSDJTF
Optimism, are critical for career advancement. EQ scores are also higher as you move up the career ladder from
employee to manager to senior executive, with somewhat different competencies distinguishing the career
groups.42

EQ and Career Advancement
EQ#

106#
104#
102#
100#
98#
96#
94#
92#
90#

Employee

Exercise Optimism
Navigate Emotions
Pursue Noble Goals

MANAGEMENT#

Manager

SENIOR#EXECUTIVE#

Intrinsic Motivation
Pursue Noble Goals
Navigate Emotions

Senior
Executive

Differences
in other
overall
EQ and
theemotional
EQ competencies
differentiate
career
paths.For exThis finding
reinforces
research
that
intelligencethat
is valuable
for career
success.
From the Six Seconds’ State of the Heart Report 2016.
ample, Momm (2015) found that people with higher emotional awareness as well as social and political
savvy earned more than others.43
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© Six Seconds

EMPLOYEE#

using a wide range of feelings
The leader’s use of feelings has implications
for many areas of performance.

someone’s productivity can be attributed to four “human” factors. 28% of productivity is predicted by the
presence of useful feedback, choice in work, seeing the
For example, the attitude that manager’s display to- value of the work, and having a positive climate.36
XBSEFNQMPZFFTIBTBTJHOJöDBOUFòFDUPOFNQMPZFFT
In other words, if emotional intelligence helps leaders
willingness to be entrepreneurial. Managers who disunderstand and meet employee’s human needs, it will
play worry, frustration, and bewilderment undermine
the entrepreneurial motivation.34
Manager EQ affects motivation,
Incidentally, emotionally intelligent leaders are able
to use a wide range of feelings effectively. In some
situations a “bad mood” is more useful. For example, in
the entrepreneur study above - Brundin, Patzelt, and
Shepherd (2008) – the researches found that “negative moods” helped in certain high-risk situations
where attention to detail is more critical. In another
study, Elsbach and Barr (1999) found that people in
negative moods use a more structured approach to
decision-making that is effective in some problemsolving situations.35

productivity, safety, and performance
have a profound impact on productivity and individual
success. Perhaps that’s one reason why after a MoUPSPMBNBOVGBDUVSJOHGBDJMJUZVTFE)FBSU.BUITTUSFTT
and EQ programs, 93% of employees had an increase
in productivity.37

Likewise, after supervisors in a manufacturing plant
received training in emotional competencies, losttime accidents were reduced by 50%, formal grievances were reduced from an average of 15 per year to
Productivity is also tied to the relationship between 3 per year, and the plant exceeded productivity goals
the individual and the workplace. Almost a third of by $250,000.38

EQ
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helps leaders meet & understand
employees’ human needs; it has a
profound impact on productivity &
individual success

Endeavoring to
EQ Customer
Delight Service
& Satisfaction
for

5IF HSPXJOH CBTF PG SFTFBSDI DPOTJTUFOUMZ öOET B QPXFSGVM SFMBUJPOTIJQ CFUXFFO
emotional intelligence and leadership effectiveness. It is not surprising, then, that
experts propose that EQ may be the key to advanced understanding of leadership and
social influence.39
*O BOPUIFS SFDFOU RVBOUJUBUJWF TUVEZ  %V 1MFTTJT  8BLFMJO  BOE /FM
  DPOöSNFE UIBU FNPUJPOBM JOUFMMJHFODF BOE USVTU DPSSFMBUF
positively with servant leadership and a focus on performance
ESJWFOCZQFPQMF5IFJSöOEJOHTBSFQBSUPGBNPWFNFOUUIBU
iBUUFNQUTUPTIJGUUIFGPDVTGSPNQSPCMFNTBOEEFöDJFODJFT
to a proactive model focusing on how to make organisations
and individuals thrive” (p. 8).40
Emotional intelligence is important not only for those in
traditional leadership positions. In many sectors, frontline employees play a crucial role in assuring organizational success and customer satisfaction. In a new
study, Sony and Mekoth (2016) discovered a positive
relationship between EQ and frontline employee
adaptability. In turn, they found that adaptability
completely mediates the link between EQ and
important job outcomes, including satisfaction and performance. Both in the Csuite and on the front lines, emotional
intelligence is proving to be a key ingredient in fostering political skill,
creativity, adaptability, trust, satisfaction, and high performance.41
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Studying Sales & Customer Loyalty:
The Customer Perspective
Whatever kind of organization you run, a primary measure of success will be the
way your customers perceive you. The organization’s ability to attract and retain
customers requires far more than customer satisfaction – as Benjamin Schneider
wrote in the Sloan Management Review, to create loyal customers, organizations
must endeavor for “customer delight.”44
Emotional intelligence is at the core of relationships, and a sales maxim is that “relationships are
everything.” Just how much do relationship factors affect sales and the customer’s view of your
organization? And what internal skills do your people need to create customer delight?
"U-0SFBM TBMFTBHFOUTTFMFDUFEPOUIFCBTJTPGDFSUBJOFNPUJPOBMDPNQFUFODJFTTJHOJöDBOUly outsold salespeople selected using the company’s standard selection procedure. On an
annual basis, salespeople selected on the basis of emotional competence sold $91,370
more than other salespeople did, for a net revenue increase of $2,558,360.45
Rozell, Pettijohn, and Parker (2006) explored relationships between emotional intelligence and performance in a sample of medical device salespeople. Once again,
emotional intelligence proved to be a highly reliable predictor of performance
leading to the conclusion that salespeople who are positive, happy, and who
perceive the “best” in situations combined with low levels of anger, negativity
and the like will obtain the highest performance levels.46
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DOLLARS & SENSE

Companies investing in emotional intelligence training outsell their competition.

t Sanofi-Aventis + $2M/month t MetLife + 37%
t L’Oreal + $2,558,360
t Amex Advisors + 2%
EQ	
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  for	
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+13.4%	
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$460,000	
  
$440,000	
  
$420,000	
  
Sept	
  

Oct	
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Sanofi-Aventis salespeople were randomly split into control and development groups. The
development group received EQ training and increased their EQ by 18% (on average).47

What’s it Worth?
A powerful study by Benjamin Palmer and Sue Jen- 40 reps = 2,208,000.00 per month better. The companings demonstrates that the skills of emotional in- ny calculated that they made $6 for every dollar they
telligence are worth over $2million per month.47 At invested in the training.
4BOPö"WFOUJT  B QIBSNBDFVUJDBM DPNQBOZ  B HSPVQ
Selling with Emotional Intelligence
of salespeople was randomly split into a control and
development group. The development group received t More accounts
emotional intelligence training and increased their EQ t )JHIFSTBMFT
by 18% (on average), after which they out-sold the t Stronger customer service
control group by an average of 12%, or $55,200 each x t Better customer retention
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)PUFMiIPUTQPUTw
The Sheraton Studio City in Orlando engaged in a yearlong project to improve
guest satisfaction, sales, and employee morale and collaboration. After conducting an employee climate survey, an outside consultant pinpointed three “hotspot”
areas for improvement and engaged in a series of short training sessions to raise
awareness and improve EQ skills. The leadership team worked to create a more
positive, consistent, and trust-based culture. The results included a dramatic inDSFBTFJOHVFTUTBUJTGBDUJPOBOENBSLFUTIBSF BOEBTJHOJöDBOUSFEVDUJPOJOUVSOover.48 The results continued to improve for at least two years after the intervention.

A/er#EQ#Program#@#Sheraton#
25%#

23.40%#

20%#
15%#
10%#
5%#

8%#

0%#
)5%#
)10%#
)15%#
)20%#

)19.60%#
Guest
Satisfaction

After a year-long EQ development program, the Sheraton Studio City hotel
experienced a dramatic increase in guest satisfaction and market share along with a
significant reduction in staff turnover.48
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Another study examined relationships between emotional intelligence competencies and sales performance in 33 managers and sales agents employed at
#BTT#SFXFSTJOUIF6,1BSUJDJQBOUTUPPLBTFMGBTTFTTment and were rated by their managers. They developed a measure of performance that was a composite
of key outcomes and then compared the emotional
intelligence scores to the performance ratings. Results
included:

Corporation on Manufacturing and Service Companies
conducted extensive studies asking why customers
left vendors. 30% of the reasons related to product
quality and technical excellence. Meanwhile 70% related to emotional and relationship factors.50 If you
think about your own vendors – from corporate needs
to personal shopping – how likely are you to remain
loyal to a company that seems uncaring, disinterested,
unresponsive, or distant?

t Those with higher self-ratings on emotional intel- In a pioneering EQ project, American Express put a
ligence tended to have higher overall performance. group of Financial Advisors through three days of
t Those with higher emotional intelligence self- emotional awareness training. In the following year,
ratings also tended to perform better on product the trainees’ sales exceeded untrained colleagues by
distribution, the number of new accounts sold, and 2% – which might sound minimal, but the millions of
employee promotions earned.
extra earnings off a three-day program convinced the
51
t Where manager-ratings were higher, employees company to expand EQ training.
tended to have overall higher performance and a Likewise, when MetLife selected salespeople on the
larger number of new accounts sold.49
basis of optimism – one of the emotional intelligence
Again, the skills of emotional intelligence seem to be competencies – they outsold other MetLife salespeoa foundation for effective relationships. The Forum ple by 37%.52

customer loyalty: driven by emotional skills
of people in your organization
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EQ Skills Can Be
Measured & Learned

A GROWTH OPPORTUNITY
Emotional intelligence skills seem to drive both the relationship aspects of sales, and the internal focus and
drive of top sales performance. So the emotional skills
of people in your organization have a profound effect
on the relationship between the organization and its
customers.
Given that EQ is so highly correlated with a range of
performance outcomes, a potential to increase this
competence represents tremendous opportunity. Experience in different business sectors shows that the
skills of emotional intelligence can be taught effectively, and doing so produces value.

The FedEx Express team, through their Global Learning
Institute, integrated emotional intelligence into a sixmonth development program for new managers with
impressive results. The program produced an 8-11%
increase in core leadership competencies as measured
by the Six Seconds Emotional Intelligence Assessment
4&*  4JHOJöDBOU QFSDFOUBHFT PG QBSUJDJQBOUT FYQFSJenced very large improvements (10-50%) in key EQ
skills and leadership outcomes: 72% in decision-making, 60% in quality of life, and 58% in influence. Fortyfour percent of participants had very large increases in
overall EQ scores.53

Outcome	
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Pre- and postdevelopment program
outcome scores for
FedEx Express team
members showing
across-the-board
improvement.53
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3FBDIJOHGPS%PVCMF%JHJU1SPöUT
A world-renowned pharmaceutical company analyzed group EQ competencies using the Six Seconds Emotional
Intelligence Assessment (SEI) and then developed an intervention involving training and coaching to revitalize
UIF,FZ"DDPVOUT.BOBHFNFOU ,". 5FBN5IF5FBNTPWFSBMM&2JODSFBTFECZBOEDIBOHFEGSPNGVODUJPOBM
UPTLJMMFE%VSJOHUIFTBNFQFSJPE UIF5FBNBDIJFWFEEPVCMFEJHJUQSPöUHSPXUIBOETBXJNQSPWFNFOUTJO
strategic vision, focus and dedication, accessibility, and positive relationships.54
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Developing Managers’ EQ Skills
,FZ%SJWFSTPG$IBOHF

Enhancing managers’ EQ can have a positive influence on key drivers of organizational performance.
The Six Seconds Team Vital Signs (TVS) assessment
XBTVTFEUPEFTJHOBOJOUFSWFOUJPOBU,PNBUTVJO
Italy, part of the Japan-based heavy equipment
manufacturer. Based on the assessment results,
teams of managers were formed to focus on
imagination, exploration, and celebration. The

Six Seconds Change MAP guided the intervention
process. Comparing pre- and post-intervention
SFTVMUTEJTDMPTFETJHOJöDBOUJNQSPWFNFOUTJOöWF
key drivers of performance, as well as a change
in the TVS Engagement Index from 33 to 70. Simultaneously, plant efficiency based on company
metrics increased by 9.4%.55
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Pre- and post-intervention climate score improvements for management team participants at Komatsu.55
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2

significant
in
growth in
EQ scores days

A study conducted with one of Italy’s leading information technology, engineering
and management companies, Svimservice,
demonstrated that even a short training
program for professionals working in a
highly competitive and technical environNFOUPòFSTTJHOJöDBOUCFOFöUTJOUIFEFvelopment of emotional intelligence competence. After a two-day training, EQ scores
JODSFBTFETJHOJöDBOUMZ56

EQ#Change#Pre,#and#Post,Training#
125.0%

Pre%

Post%

112.5%

100.0%

87.5%

75.0%

EQ%

Know%

Choose%

Give%

EEL%

RP%

ACT%

NE%

EIM%

EO%

IE%

PNG%

Total EQ = total emotional intelligence; Know = Know Yourself (Self Awareness); Choose = Choose Yourself (Self Management); Give = Give Yourself (Self Direction). EEL = Enhance Emotional Literacy; RP =
Recognize Patterns; ACT = Apply Consequential Thinking; NE = Navigate Emotions; EIM = Engage Intrinsic Motivation; EO = Exercise Optimism; IE = Increase Empathy; PNG = Pursue Noble Goals.56
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Manager
Reflections
Stepping into the Change Process
In addition to the measurable changes, anecdotally participants reported important performance changes.

“

It was a strengthening experience
that let me to enrich all my personal

to develop and
improve myself and my

resources,

“

communications with the others.
-Antonella Favia (Programmer)

“

The emotional intelligence training helped me to

understand the dynamics of human
interaction in my new work place. This helped
me to become more productive and better able

“

to apply my competencies toward the team’s and
organization’s goals.

-Giuseppe Coppola (Analyst Designer for Web Applications)

Enhancing managers’ EQ can
have a positive influence on
key drivers of organizational
performance.
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Star Performance
& Retention
What skills set

star performers apart?
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Can you predict

HIGH PERFORMANCE?

Employee success is critical for the organization and for the individuals. What skills set
star performers apart? What core competencies are linked to career and personal success?

ic engine. In a study of 418 leaders living in the region,
there is a very strong relationship between emotional
intelligence skills and performance outcomes). Scores
on the SEI (Six Seconds Emotional Intelligence Assessment) predict over 58% of the variation in critical pro*OPOFPGUIFöSTU&2TUVEJFTJOUIF.JEEMF&BTU 4JY4FD- fessional and personal success factors (such as effecPOETQBSUOFSFEXJUI%VCBJ,OPXMFEHF7JMMBHFUPBTTFTT UJWFOFTT JOøVFODF SFMBUJPOTIJQT öOBODJBMBOEDBSFFS
knowledge workers in this hub of the region’s econom- status).57
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For the 418 people in this Dubai study, 58% of the variation in performance (including efectiveness,
influence, realationships, financial and career status) is predicted by EQ. 57
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160	
  

EQ a key driver of performance
Emotional intelligence is proving to be one of the key
drivers of employee performance; higher EQ leaders
build a workplace environment where team members
can excel, and higher EQ team members use their business strengths more effectively and excel as star performers.

tween international business capability, expertise,
cognitive aptitude, and emotional competencies.58
Through interviews, surveys, and focus groups particiQBOUTJEFOUJöFEGBDUPSTUIBUEJòFSFOUJBUFBWFSBHFBOE
superior performers.

Analyses of 108 interviews found that participants
Participants more frequently identify more frequently identify emotional intelligence fac(such as achievement motivation, empathy and
emotional intelligence factors than tors
TFMGDPOöEFODF UIBOFYQFSUJTFBOEDPHOJUJWFGBDUPST
cognitive factors.
In fact, of the 10 most commonly cited performance
factors, the seven items categorized as reflecting emo)PXJNQPSUBOUJT&2JOEJTUJOHVJTIJOHIJHIQFSGPSN- UJPOBMMZ JOUFMMJHFOU CFIBWJPST XFSF JEFOUJöFE  PG
ers? To assess this, a 2006 study at an international the time compared to 19% for the three factors catpetroleum corporation investigated relationships be- egorized as being related to cognitive intelligence.
Those interviewed at an international petroleum corporation reported “EQ-related” competencies over twice
as often as “IQ-related” ones:

5)&45"31&3'03.&3%*''&3&/$&

EQ 44%

EQ qualities comprised

IQ only has

STAR performer attributes

19%

achievement, cooperation, empathy, flexibility,
impact & influence, international, motivation,
organizational awareness, teamwork

IQ

analytical thinking,
conceptual thinking,
information seeking

When asked what sets superior performers apart, participants identified emotionally intellignt competencies 44%
of the time and cognitively intelligent competencies 19% of the time. 58
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One reason EQ seems to be so critical to success is the
FòFDUPOTUSFTT"TJONBOZöFMET IFBMUIDBSFJTBDPNplex and stressful environment where interpersonal
interactions are of paramount importance. A study of
68 professional midwives and obstetricians in a large
urban hospital found that emotional intelligence is
strongly predictive of performance (66%), stress is
slightly predictive (6% to 24%), and emotional intelligence is predictive of stress management (6.5%).59 Interestingly, the most senior group in the study – those
with the most supervisory and leadership responsibilities – are the ones for whom emotional intelligence

made the most difference. In other words, EQ becomes
increasingly important as people move up into higher
levels of leadership.
These types of stressors occur in many sectors. In a
study of public-sector employees, those with higher

Emotional intelligence is predictive
of stress management.
emotional intelligence found it easier to handle the
perception of organizational politics and had lower
abesentee rates.60

4*/,03'-0"5

Leaders With EQ Rise in Times of STRESS
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The EQ / Performance
Relationship
Emotional Intelligence and Performance in Healthcare
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This graph shows an extremely strong relationship between emotional intelligence and performance based on
research in a heathcare setting. The linear regression shows that 66.2% of the total variance in performance is
predicted by emotional intelligence.59
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Star Performance Saves $190m
5IFSFJTBTJHOJöDBOUDPTUUPBUUSBDUJOHBOEPOCPBSEing new employees who underperform then wash
out. While estimates of hiring effectivenes range
around 50%, few organizations track this hemmorage because the costs tend to be spread over multiple
CVEHFUT SFDSVJUJOH  USBJOJOH  PQFSBUJPOT  )PXFWFS 
UIF64"JS'PSDFIBTVOEFSUBLFOFYQFSJNFOUTUPUFTU
UIFöOBODJBMWBMVFPGIJSJOHQFPQMFXIPQFSGPSN*O
 UIF64"'CFHBOUFTUJOHUPTFFUIFFòFDUPG&2
on Pararescue Jumper candidates. A known number
of candidates fail to complete the training at a cost of
approximately $250,000 per trainee – if they selected
candidates based on certain emotional intelligence

44 | The Business Case for Emotional Intelligence

skills, would the retention rate increase?
"DDPSEJOH UP %S 3FVWFO #BS0O  öWF LFZ FNPUJPOBM
intelligence skills emerged as highly predictive of
course completion. Those candidates who are more
“aware of their weaknesses as well as their strengths,
can effectively validate their feelings and keep things
in correct perspective, (are flexible and adaptive and
are optimistic and positive are the ones who have the
best chance of successfully completing this extremely
demanding course.” The net savings of selecting based
on these competencies equals $190 million.61

Retaining Talent

*OBOFSBPGJODSFBTJOHNPCJMJUZBOEöFSDFDPNQFUJUJPO
for talent, attracting and retaining star employees is
an urgent need. As business trend-watcher Daniel Pink
says, “Companies need good people more than good
people need companies.”62
The primary reason people leave a job is relationship
based. One of the key factors is the quality of the relationship between the employee and her/his supervisor/manager. Leadership guru Richard Leider puts it:
“People don’t leave companies – they leave leaders.”63
What distinguishes relationships that lead to retention? Compelling evidence from Gallup shows that
it’s all about feelings. In their landmark research of
over two million working Americans, the Gallup team
found that only about 26% of employees are engaged
DBSJOHBOEDPNNJUUFE 5IFZJEFOUJöFEUISFFDSJUJDBM
factors that predict if an employee is “engaged” – and
engaged employees are 50% more likely to stay in
their jobs.64

sire to stay on the job. In the Amadori case discussed
earlier, the company saw a 63% reduction in personnel turnover following the emotional intelligence intervention.23 In the study at L’Oreal, cited previously,

Three factors that inspire engagement:
t The employee feels cared for by their supervisor.
t They received recognition or praise during the
past seven days from someone in a leadership
position.
t They believe their employer is concerned about
their development.65
the “EQ Sales Agents” also happened to have 63% less
UVSOPWFSEVSJOHUIFöSTUZFBS45
For sales reps at a computer company, those hired
based on their emotional competence were 90% more
MJLFMZUPöOJTIUIFJSUSBJOJOHUIBOUIPTFIJSFEPOPUIFS
criteria.66

At a national furniture retailer, sales people hired
Several studies have documented a link between re- based on emotional competence had half the dropout
lationships in the workplace climate and people’s de- SBUFEVSJOHUIFJSöSTUZFBS67

“People don’t leave companies –
they leave leaders.” Richard Leider
-
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63

reducingturnover
how emotional intelligence can help
Given the emerging data, many organizations are
seeking to gain this performance advantage and are
using emotional intelligence testing as part of the recruitment and hiring process.

Reports indicate 126,000 nurses are needed now to
öMMUIF6OJUFE4UBUFTWBDBODJFTUPEBZ GVMMZPGBMM
hospital vacancies are for nurses.70 Future projections
are dramatic: as fewer people enter the profession and
experienced nurses near retirement, a 20% shortage
in nurses is projected by 2020 – which equates to a
desperate need for 400,000 nurses.715IF64OBUJPOBM
average for turnover of nurses is 20%.

5IF64"JS'PSDFTQFOETNJMMJPOTPGEPMMBSTPOSFDSVJUment every year – but their professional recruiters
were only picking up an average of one recruit per
month. A $10,000 investment in EQ testing let them
QSPöMFUIFUPQQFSGPSNFST BOEJOPOFZFBSUIFZTBWFE If it costs $30,000 to recruit, orient and train a nurse
$2.7 million.68
(estimates are up to $100,000 depending on the spe6MUJNBUFMZ  UIF (FOFSBM "DDPVOUJOH 0óDF SFRVFTUFE cialty), then a hospital staffed with only 200 nurses
that the Secretary of Defense order all branches of the can expect to spend at least $1.2 million per year on
armed forces to adopt this procedure in recruitment new recruits. Plus, while a position is vacant, it must be
öMMFEXJUIPWFSUJNFBOEPSBHFODZTUBò4IPSUTUBóOH
and selection.69
can also reduce the hospital’s ability to admit patients,
)FBMUIDBSFQSPWJEFTBQSJNFFYBNQMFPGUIFMJOLCF- which further reduces revenue – and even more imtween EQ, employee retention and the bottom line. portantly, can contribute to increased medical errors.
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Meanwhile, in one hospital with turnover of 28%, an
emotional competence and stress reduction program
cut turnover by almost 50% – and within the core
team turnover dropped to under 2%, saving $800,000
in less than a year.72
In another healthcare setting, a strong correlation was
found between leaders’ emotional intelligence, their
overall performance scores, and staff work engagement. Recent doctoral research by Vyas (2015) revealed
the positive correlation between EQ and performance,
XJUITUBUJTUJDBMMZTJHOJöDBOUSFTVMUTBDSPTTBMMPVUDPNF
scores. In addition, the outcomes of effectiveness, deDJTJPONBLJOH  BOE SFMBUJPOTIJQT DPOUSJCVUFE TJHOJöcantly to enhancing staff work engagement during a
period of transformational change.73

EQ Training’s Dramatic Effects on Turnover
Reducing$Turnover$
All$Staﬀ$$$$$

EQ$Trained$Staﬀ$

30.00%$
25.00%$
20.00%$
15.00%$
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Year$0$

Year$1$

Year2$

After EQ training, turnover was reduced by almost
50% among all staff and by 80% among trainees.72
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emotionally intelligentengagement
Healthcare
Leader’s
Emotional
Intelligence

Overall
Outcome

Staff Work
Engagement

)JHIFS &2 GPS IFBMUIDBSF MFBEFST MJOLT UP IJHI PVUDPNF BDIJFWFNFOU XIJDI MJOLT UP JODSFBTFE TUBò XPSL
engagement during transformational change.73

Feel Like Working?
"TXFEJTDVTTFEFBSMJFS UIFSFBSFTJHOJöDBOUSFMBUJPOTIJQTCFUXFFOUIFDMJNBUFPSNPPEBOEQFSGPSNBODF
Those with higher emotional intelligence are more likely to manage their feelings – which in turn, is likely to
increase job satisfaction, which is tied to both retention and performance. In a study of 523 educators in Greece,
researchers showed strong links between EQ skills, affect (mood), and job satisfaction. Some 25% of the variance in mood was predicted by EQ skills, and 25% of the variation in job satisfaction was predicted by affect.74

EQ Skills

Affect/Mood
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Satisfaction

Retention &
Performance

The Value of Satisfaction
The job satisfaction created by emotional intelligence can be very rewarding for companies. In a study of the
“Best Companies to Work For” in 14 countries, Edmans, Li, and Zhang (2015) found that employee satisfaction
XBTQPTJUJWFMZBTTPDJBUFEXJUIIJHIFSMPOHUFSNöOBODJBMSFUVSOT WBMVBUJPOSBUJPT BOEPWFSBMMQSPöUBCJMJUZ5IJT
was notably true in countries with flexible labor markets, emphasizing the importance of satisfaction-producing
dimensions such as EQ when selecting, training, promoting, and leading employees in such corporate environments.75
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For The Win

emotional intelligence leads to success
Researchers in a recent study found a strong correlation between emotional intelligence and success. The study
included over 75,000 people, primarily managers and employees from over 15 workplace sectors in 125 countries. EQ and success were measured using the Six Seconds Emotional Intelligence Assessment (SEI). Success was
EFöOFEBTFOIBODFEFòFDUJWFOFTT SFMBUJPOTIJQT XFMMCFJOH BOERVBMJUZPGMJGF76
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,FZ%SJWFSTPG4VDDFTT

four factors linked to emotional intelligence

External Factors

Effectiveness

Relationships

Capacity to generate
positive results

Capacity to build and maintain strong
interpersonal connections

Internal Factors

Defining “Success”

Quality of Life
Capacity to create true happiness
from a life well lived

Wellbeing
Capacity to maintain optimal energy
and functioning

The analysis revealed that EQ predicted 55% of overall
QFSGPSNBODFBTEFöOFECZUIFTVDDFTTGBDUPST'PVS&2
competencies contributed the most to overall performance and success. In descending order, they were ex-
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ercise optimism, engage intrinsic motivation, pursue
noble goal, and increase empathy. This indicates that
success is driven by intentional action supported by a
sense of purpose and real connections to other people.

Overall Performances
,FZ%SJWFSTPG$IBOHF

Analysis of a large global sample reveals that over half of overall performance is predicted by the
single factor of emotional intelligence.76
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-JGF4VDDFTTGPS/'-1MBZFST
emotional intelligence predicts quality of life
" TUVEZ PG  SFUJSFE /BUJPOBM 'PPUCBMM -FBHVF QMBZFSTTIPXTUIBUUIFCFOFöUTPGFNPUJPOBMJOUFMMJHFODF
HP GBS CFZPOE öOBODJBM QFSGPSNBODF .BOZ QSPGFTTJPOBMBUIMFUFTTUSVHHMFUPCFTVDDFTTGVMPòUIFöFME
The study found that athletes with greater emotional

intelligence are far more likely have good health and
relationships, avoid drug/alcohol use and violence, do
well at work and enjoy a high quality of life.77 In fact,
over 60% in the variation of these “life success” factors
is predicted by emotional intelligence.78

Predicting Life Success
5

Life Success Scores
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The curved line on this graph indicates the relationship between EQ scores and Life Success scores; the steeper the
line, the stronger the correlation showing that EQ is most essential for those struggling and those at the top of
their game.78
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/BWJHBUJOH5PXBSE4VDDFTT

building the conditions to spark innovation
Creativity is a key leadership attribute that helps leaders build success through innovation, transformational
DIBOHFNBOBHFNFOU BOEFòFDUJWFDPMMBCPSBUJPO$BSNFMJ .D,BZ BOE,BVGNBO  FYQMPSFEUIFMJOLCFtween EQ and creativity and discovered that the intervening factors of generosity and vigor mediated the connection. In their research, those with higher EQ demonstrated higher levels of generosity, nurturing a sense of
vigor that fostered creative behaviors.79 5IFJNQMJDBUJPOGPSMFBEFSTIJQ6TF&2 IJHIFOFSHZ DBSJOHGPSPUIFST
as tools to build the conditions that will spark innovation.
The ability to navigate organizational politics is a key to success. Meisler (2014) examined the relationship between emotional intelligence and political skill at work and found a positive link. Moreover, Meisler discovered
that political skill mediates between EQ and employee job satisfaction, enhancing work attitudes and behaviors. The implications for learning and development are profound. As Meisler said, EQ training “conducted by
organizations might cross organizational borders and affect employees’ personal lives as well, bringing about
improvements in areas such as physical and mental health, overall well-being and social support with positive
SBNJöDBUJPOTGPSBMMPGTPDJFUZw80
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Companies Deploying EQ

Small, medium, and large enterprises worldwide are experimenting with EQ
in a variety of applications. A few larger examples by market capitalization:
Qatar Airways ($153B): customer experience,
leadership development

Intel ($151B): people leadership for technical experts

Aramex (5B): leadership development

Johnson & Johnson ($296B): performance evaluation,
succession planning

7JDFSPZ)PUFMT3FTPSUT . DVTUPNFS
experience, leadership development
&NBBS)PUFMT3FTPSUT&NBBS1SPQFSUJFT # 
leadership development

GE Life ($4B): leadership development

Microsoft ($438B): customer service leadership
Motorola ($13B): stress management, training

Almarai ($42B): leadership, sales

Roche Pharmaceutical ($200B): team development,
customer service training.

Google ($515B): mindfulness for effectiveness

Shell ($192B): leadership development

Adobe ($47B): hiring technical experts who are
collaborative

Singapore Airlines ($13B): customer service

LinkedIn ($15B): culture building
Facebook ($323B): raising awareness for anti-bullying
BMW ($50B): leadership development
Fifth Third Bancorp ($13B): leadership across the
organization
Eli Lilly ($80B): sales hiring
FedEx ($44B): leadership development in Express
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Whitbread PLC ($7B): management training, hiring
)4#$#BOL # MFBEFSTIJQEFWFMPQNFOU
MayBank ($88B): leadership culture
,PNBUTV 5 FOHBHFNFOUGPSQFSGPSNBODF
Amazon ($277B): people leadership for technical
experts

Emotional Intelligence:

Experience a Breakthrough

Bolstered by the compelling data that “soft skills” produce “hard results,” some leaders are taking the challenge to create more robust, vigorous organizations
– not through bricks and mortar, but by investing in
people.

DPTUBSPVOE JOBTTFTTNFOUT5IF4BOPö"WFOUJT
project yielded a return of $6 for each $1 spent on training. In other words, improving organizational EQ is within reach – and the return far exceeds the investment.

In an era of unprecedented business challenge, these
skills matter like never before. In the words of Doug
Lennick, VP of American Express Financial Advisors
(now Ameriprise), emotional intelligence is the breakthrough ingredient for leaders committed to sustainable success:

improving organizational EQ is within reach –
and the return far exceeds the investment.

“Emotional competence is the single most important
personal quality that each of us must develop and access to experience a breakthrough.”81
Perhaps the best news: Many of the companies experiencing powerful results from EQ have done so with
a modest investment of time and money. The American Express Financial Advisors project started with 12
hours of training. The Sheraton turn-around included
less than 24 hours of EQ training. The Air Force project
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Leaders are learning that emotional intelligence isn’t
just a new label for sales techniques or a repackaging
of feel-good aphorism – they’re coming to recognize
emotional intelligence as a core skill-set, grounded
in science, that underlies performance, and they’re
committing to bring these assets on board. As Andrea
Jung, Chair and CEO of Avon Products, says, “Emotional
JOUFMMJHFODFJTJOPVS%/"IFSFBU"WPOCFDBVTFSFMBtionships are critical at every stage of our business.”82
8JUIPWFSCJMMJPOJOTBMFTBOECJMMJPOJOQSPöUT 83
+VOH JT UBMLJOH BCPVU BO JNQSFTTJWF TUSBOE PGi%/"w
The bottom line: Emotions drive people. People drive
peformance.

Emotions Drive People :

People Drive Performance
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Want To Go Further?
Books:

"UUIF)FBSUPG-FBEFSTIJQ +PTIVB'SFFENBO
The Emotionally Intelligent Manager, David Caruso and Peter Salovey
Executive EQ, Robert Cooper and Ayman Sawaf
Working With Emotional Intelligence, Daniel Goleman
1SJNBM-FBEFSTIJQ %BOJFM(PMFNBO 3JDIBSE#PZBU[JT BOE"OOJF.D,FF
*/4*%&$)"/(& +PTIVB'SFFENBOBOE.BTTJNJMJBOP(IJOJ
The Vital Organization, Massimiliano Ghini and Joshua Freedman

Web Sites:

XXXTFDPOETPSH4JY4FDPOET 5IF&NPUJPOBM*OUFMMJHFODF/FUXPSL QSPWJEFTJOGPSNBUJPOBOEJOOPWBUJWF
UPPMTUPIFMQDIBOHFBHFOUTNBLFBQPTJUJWFEJòFSFODF/VNFSPVTBSUJDMFTBOE8IJUF1BQFSTDJUFEJOUIJTSFQPSU
are freely available here.
EQ.org – for those seeking to develop and share emotional intelligence, this site offers free eLearning, the latest
news, a library of resources, and special interest groups.
www.Eiconsortium.org - research on application of EQ in organizations.
www.unh.edu/emotional_intelligence/ - John Mayer’s collected scholarly research on EI.

A slide presentation and
training module for this
e-book are available
for sale from the EQ Store
www.EQstore.com
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